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“MILF MANOR” SET TO OPEN ITS DOORS
JANUARY 15 ON TLC & DISCOVERY+

Click HERE To Watch The Trailer
Click HERE To Download Photo

Los Angeles, Calif. – From cities all across the country, eight confident and strong-minded
women leave home for the chance to find love at a paradise destination in TLC’s brand-new,
love and relationship dating series, MILF MANOR. Although they may be a few years older
than the average dating show contestant, these women are not out of practice. Ranging from
40 to 60 years young, this vibrant group brings their unique life experiences to the game. They
have decades of dating experience and will use it to find a lasting connection with men half their
age. However, nothing can prepare them for a jaw dropping surprise that will greet them at the
front door. MILF MANOR premieres on Sunday, January 15th at 10PM ET/PT on TLC and is
available to stream the same day on discovery+.

Set in an exquisite location along the beautiful beaches of Mexico, not everything is fun and
games as these women get serious. Tensions run high when eight women and eight young
hunks come together to find love. The women include a competitive 47-year-old fitness studio
owner from Mexico currently living in Miami, a spontaneous 50-year-old “disco mommy” from
Orange County, a 44-year-old Jersey girl currently living in Los Angeles, a 59-year-old fitness
instructor and singer from Los Angeles and a 50-year-old event planner who used to be the
B-Girl back in the day, just to name a few. Each episode features challenges that will prove
whether a connection is genuine or if it’s time to leave the manor. Will the young gentlemen be
able to win over the MILFs with their charming good looks or will their behavior prove them
under-experienced and land them on the chopping block? Chemistry, jealousy and top-notch
drama keep it steamy in the manor.

Follow TLC on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, and YouTube for the latest on all things
MILF MANOR. Join the conversation using #MILFMANOR.

MILF MANOR is produced by Entertainment One (eOne) and Spun Gold for TLC and
discovery+.

ABOUT TLC
Offering remarkable real-life stories without judgment, TLC shares everyday heart, humor, hope
and human connection with programming genres that include fascinating families, heartwarming
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transformations and life’s milestone moments. TLC finished 2021 as the #1 primetime
ad-supported cable network with W25-54 and W18-49 for the second year in a row.

TLC is a global brand available in more than 77 million homes in the US and 270 million
households around the world. Viewers can enjoy their favorite shows anytime, anywhere
on discovery+, the definitive non-fiction, real-life subscription streaming service. A destination
online, TLC.com offers in-depth fan sites and exclusive original video content. Fans can also
interact with TLC on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat and Pinterest. TLC is part of
Discovery (NASDAQ: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK), reaching 3 billion cumulative viewers in more
than 220 countries and territories to satisfy curiosity and captivate superfans with a portfolio of
premium nonfiction, lifestyle, sports and kids content brands.

For more information on TLC shows, visit press.discovery.com/tlc/us; for more on discovery+
shows, visit press.discoveryplus.com. 
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